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IntuBio ApS 

Making Microbiology Go Live 

IntuView 
Label-free cell and particle count 



Water Quality 
The fluctuating dynamics of the water supply impacts 

the microbiological quality. Most of these variations 

go unnoticed due to the long response time of  

traditional methods.  

With a response time of a few minutes, IntuView  

allows for corrective actions in contamination events 

leading to reduced impact on overall production.  

The recorded information holds valuable details 

about the nature of the contaminations and the  

mobile design enables testing at the source.     

Water Distribution systems  

The regrowth of bacteria in distribution systems is an 

important contributor to contaminations in  

processing facilities. Identifying regrowth events  

early reduces the impact on processing and reduces 

downtime and cleaning.  

Pharmaceuticals  

Water used for pharmaceuticals (like WFI) are  

subject to high quality requirements. Not only are 

culturable bacteria important to detect, but also  

unculturable and dead cells can impact the quality of 

the products and ultimately the safety of patients.  

Reveal Quality in a Glance  

The current methods for determining the bacterial load 

in processing facilities requires comprehensive  

microbiological testing with analytical times exceeding 

days. Consequently, decisions are based on experience  

rather than immediate observations. 

 

By integrating IntuView, a fast indication of the bacterial 

and particulate load of water systems is provided,  

revealing free cells, biological aggregates (biofilm),  

crystalline matter and pipe scaling within 6 minutes. 

This provides a fast mean for evaluating water quality, 

whether used for processing or final products, so  

adjustments can be done accordingly. 

Optical Scanning and  

Particle Characterization  

The patented high-resolution imaging technology  

assures through horizontal z-stacking that no objects 

are overlooked and a large volume of sample is  

analyzed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Combining the imaging technology with sophisticated 

image analysis enables quantification of bacterial  

concentrations in aquatic solutions within minutes, 

with no pretreatment of the sample.  

The label-free at-line design allows the platform to be 

moved, for testing onsite, with minimal training,  

materials required and sample preparation in less than 

a minute.  
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